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From uninformed scepticism 
or uncritical enthusiasm 

towards a well informed and 
balanced healthcare systems 

perspective… 





The WHO Traditional Medicine (TM) Strategy 2014–2023 was developed in
response to the World Health Assembly resolution on traditional medicine
(WHA62.13) with the aim to support Member States in:

� Harnessing the potential contribution of T&CM to health, wellness and 
people- centred health care and; 

� Promoting the safe and effective use of T&CM by regulating, researching 
and integrating T&CM products, practitioners and practice into health 
systems, where appropriate. 

�The strategy aims to support Member States in developing proactive 
policies and implementing action plans that will strengthen the role T&CM 
plays in keeping populations healthy. 

Aims of the WHO strategy





Research is needed to inform members states of appropriate 

action…



AIMS
Anthroposophic Integrative Medicine 

A research project in three phases
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Three Logical Research Phases
1. Internal benchmarking of Vidarkliniken (VK)

� Is it effective?

2. External benchmarking

� Is VK more effective compared to standard care?

3. Explanatory clinical trial

� What is effective?
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Costs differences over 90-days (Analgesics)
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STRESS (F43): Prescribed DDDs
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Average accumulated reimbursed sick leave days for 

diagnosis M79 per patient relative first registered 

inpatient visit (index).



Average accumulated reimbursed costs for diagnosis 

M79 per patient relative first registered inpatient visit 

(index).



Explanatory clinical trial
What is mediating the 
effects?

Phase 3



Cellulär hållbarhet…

� The nucleus of each of your cells contains 

about 20,000 genes residing on 23 pairs of 

chromosomes

� And at the tips of every chromosome are 

protective “caps” called telomeres.

� As cells divide—which is how new cells are 

formed—their chromosomes are duplicated 

in a process called DNA replication. Every 

time this happens, the chromosomes get a 

little shorter. 

� If it weren’t for telomeres, the genes at the 

tail end of a chromosome would be 

damaged during cell division, causing 

cellular death or mutations that could lead to 

cancer and other diseases. 




Studies are now linking meditation and positive psychological change 
with telomerase activity and telomere length (cellular aging).


Purpose in Life is influenced by meditative practice and directly affects 
both perceived control and negative emotionality, affecting telomerase 
activity.

Intensive meditation training, 
immune cell telomerase 
activity, and psychological 
mediators 

Psychoneuroendocrinology (2011) 36, 664—681



{

Referred pain patients are recruited into the study upon admission to VC (n=50) 
or the Pain Clinic, University Hospital, Linköping (n=50).



Integrative care

� Reduce sick-leave? 

� Reduce drug utilisation?

� Increase care giver and 

patient satisfaction?

� Increase patient safety?

� Improve health economy?
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Thank you for listening!


